Attenuation of cardiovascular reactions of vocalized and non-vocalized defence areas of periaqueductal grey following lesions in dorsomedial or ventrolateral medulla of cats.
In the pretentorial periaqueductal grey (PAG), the region producing pressor responses, vocalization and other somatic and visceral signs (VPR) of the defence reaction and another region producing pressor responses (PR) were localized by electrical stimulation in adult cats, anesthetized with intraperitoneal chloralose (40 mg/kg) and urethane (400 mg/kg). The pressor responses included increases of systemic arterial pressure (SAP) and heart rate, increases of blood flow in the common carotid and femoral arteries and a decrease of blood flow in the superior mesenteric artery. The VPR was found in a relatively restricted region of the dorsolateral PAG, while PR was found scattered within the dorsal and ventral portions of the lateral PAG. The increase of SAP and the changes of blood flow in the sampled arteries were slightly greater during VPR than PR stimulation. Mild vocalization with a slight increase of SAP but marked increases of carotid and femoral blood flow (vasodilation) could be induced by microinjection of N-methyl D-aspartate (0.2 M, 200 nl) into the VPR and the blood flow increase, particularly that of the femoral artery, was greatly attenuated by atropine (1 mg/kg, i.v.). In order to ascertain the contribution of the medullary pressor areas to the VPR- and PR-induced responses, extensive lesions were made in the dorsomedial (DM) or vetrolateral medulla (VLM) by microinjections of kainic acid (KA, 0.024 M) in 27 of the 42 cats. The resting SAP and blood flow of the three arteries were reduced by lesioning of the VLM more than that of the DM. Responses of SAP and blood flow from activation of the PR and VPR, particularly the latter, were affected more after DM compared to VLM lesioning. These data suggest that, while the pretentorial PAG constitutes the 'defence area,' vocalization is confined exclusively to its dorsolateral region and that both the VLM and DM contribute to the cardiovascular components of defence reactions. The DM appears to have a greater contribution compared to the VLM.